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FACTSHEET
Company
GameSpring
Based in Seoul, Korea

Date of Establishment
July 1, 2003

CEO
Kelly Park

GameSpring is an online and mobile game studio
specializing in casino and card games since 2003.

Website
gamespring.co.kr

Press Contact
Julian Bacquet
marketing@gamespring.co.kr

Previous Releases
BaccaratMan
BlackjackMan
VIP Baccarat

Address
5F Halla Classic
824-11 Yeoksam-dong
Gangnam-gu
Seoul, South Korea

Phone
+82 2 564 8525

HISTORY
Beginning
GameSpring started as a computer game developer. Kelly Park and
James Park, both software engineers, decided to found a development studio with a focus on casino and card games, another one of
their passions.

Early years
In the early years, the company focused on North and East Asian
markets, China and Japan in particular. Over the years, they
managed to build a large user base while developing various
casino games such as Blackjack, Poker, Roulette or Baccarat.

Recent years
GameSpring entered the mobile market in the early days of the
smartphone era, utilizing their experience to create several casino
apps and also make a foray into social networking apps and casual
games.

Today
As of today, Baccarat Online is GameSpring’s best selling-game
and is now being played in 130 countries. In 2014, they announced
that they will be launching an original billiard game on the
North-American and European markets.
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INFORMATION
Release Date
March 17, 2014

Language
English
Chinese
Japanese
French
Spanish
Indonesian
Thai

Price
Free

Baccarat Online 3D is a complete renewed version
of the game Baccarat Online, launched in 2012.
Already a success on Android, the game gathers
the largest Baccarat online community in the world
with 30,000 monthly active users.

Platform
iOS
Android
Amazon
Facebook

Device
Android
iPhone, iPad, iPod
Optimized for iPhone 5

OS
iOS: 4.3 or later
Android: 2.2 or later

Version
3.2.3

KEY FEATURES
Squeeze
Baccarat is an exciting game, and a lot of that excitement comes
from slowly uncovering the cards in front of the whole table and
revealing the players’ fate. Baccarat Online 3D allows players to
have that feeling with its squeeze feature.

Social
Baccarat Online 3D is first and foremost a community of Baccarat
enthusiasts who can meet and compete with other players from
around the world. It offers possibility of both inviting friends or
make new ones.

Leaderboards
Baccarat Online 3D gives players a chance to compete in a world
wide challenge with thousands of other players. There are daily
and annual leaderboards with prizes for the top 10 players.

Various stakes
Players all start with 10K in chips but they can climb up to the high
roller tables where the Baccarat masters are.
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You can download the screenshots with this link.

SCREENSHOTS

Players can experience the thrill of Baccarat
with the authentic squeeze feature.

Baccarat Online 3D offers 3 different ways
of uncovering the cards, 3 different leaderboards,
and an advanced scoreboard.
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SCREENSHOTS

The Tap&Slide mode is another way of keeping the
suspense by slowly uncovering the cards.

The advanced scoreboard helps players in studying
the card patterns and determining how to bet.
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SCREENSHOTS

Top players are rewarded for their rankings
on the daily or annual leaderboards.

TRAILER

You can watch the trailer on Youtube with this link.
You can download the trailer with this link.
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You can download the icon with this link.

ICON

CONTACT

JULIAN BACQUET
Global Marketing
marketing@gamespring.co.kr
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